This file presents my [draft] arrangements of [so far, some of] the tunes in Donald MacDonald’s "A Collection
of Quicksteps, Strathspeys, Reels, and Jigs arranged for the Highland Bagpipe". The arrangements
reflect only my own tastes and I have felt free to alter the original tunes at will.
If you are interested in the original settings, this is not the place to find them! Thanks are due
to CeolSean.net for making the original editions available.
These are very danceable tunes and should be played at a decent lick, especially the strathspeys.
Occasional comments and notes are interspersed where interesting or useful. Where modern versions
of tunes are well known, I have mixed and matched freely to produce the most "interesting" setting.

A Highland Reel
1

Sweet Molly

3

Sleepy Maggie

The original setting uses a light shake on the Ds in the second part which I have replaced
with doublings. The crotchet Ds were originally D, E quavers.

Lady Seaforth

MacDonald’s intentions on the high As in the second part are not clear. It is my suspicion that
he did not know the musical symbol for a tie and he expected the player to treat contiguous notes
as one. I think some variation by the player is the key to the second part.

Lady Mary MacKay

Brogues An’ Brochan An’ A’
9
8

Roy’s Wife
A’n Cambealach Dubh

I have added a second timing. This would also work well as a strathspey.

Cameronian Rant
1

3

3

3

Jenny Dang The Weaver

A slightly different arrangement.

2

Tail Toddle

The Old Rusty Gun
A Gunne Dubh

The Piper’s Maggot
9
8

MacDonald occasionally uses an interesting ornament on C consisting of C,D,C,E gracenotes. I’ve replaced
it here with a tripling, which I think has a similar effect.

Mary Gray
3

3

Keep The Country Bonny Lassie

Earl Marischal

The Ranting Roving Highlander

Miss Montgomery

Because He Was A Bonny Lad

Miss M. MacKenzie

Bog’n Lochain

We’ll Gang Nae Mair To Yon Town

Fill The Stoup

I have added the second part as it seemed unbalanced in the original three parts.

The Miller’s Fair Daughter

